
HEINZ

003076 - Ketchup Inverted Bottle
Heinz Ketchup 20 oz. inverted squeeze bottles (12 per case) are ideal for table top placement in restaurants, cafeterias, concession stands and more. Featuring a Forever Full
solid red bottle design, the container maintains a full appearance between replacement and includes a non-removable flip cap to prevent tampering. Made from sweet, juicy,
ripe tomatoes for that signature thick and rich taste, your patrons will love Heinz Ketchup. Our tomatoes come from Heinz seeds grown by farmers we know and trust, that's
why nothing else tastes like Heinz. Whether atop your restaurant's signature burger or on the side of a delicious plate of fries, your customers will be happy you use Heinz. For
over 150 years, Heinz has been America's Favorite Ketchup. At home and away from home, consumers know and love the great taste of Heinz.
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Heinz Ketchup is made from vine-ripened, juicy tomatoes and a delicious blend of spices for a signature taste
Heinz is the #1 selling Ketchup brand at home and away from home
Our tomatoes are grown from seeds unique to Heinz
Heinz has been America's Favorite Ketchup for over 150 years and is enjoyed with a wide variety of cuisines
Our ketchup is the perfect topping for burgers and hot dogs, and tastes great as a dipping sauce for fries, chicken nuggets and more
Forever Full solid red squeeze bottle maintains a full appearance between replacement; perfect for table top placement
Ideal for use in restaurants, cafeterias, commercial kitchens, concessions and more

TOMATO CONCENTRATE FROM
RED RIPE TOMATOES, DISTILLED
VINEGAR, HIGH FRUCTOSE
CORN SYRUP, CORN SYRUP,
SALT, SPICE, ONION POWDER.
NATURAL FLAVORING.

Brand Manufacturer Product Category

HEINZ Kraft US (0044710044602) Ketchup

MFG # SPC # GTIN Pack Pack Desc.

00013000051200 003076 00013000051200 12 12 / 1 / cs

Gross Weight Net Weight Catch Weight Country of Origin Kosher Child Nutrition

15.21lb 15lb No USA Yes No

Shipping Information

Length Width Height Volume TIxHI Shelf Life Storage Temp From/To

11.06in 9.5in 6.75in 0.41ft3 17x6 150DAYS -50°F / 150°F

BOX/CARTON Corrugated or Solid
Ambient  Prevailing Conditions

Perfect addition to fries,
hamburgers, hot dogs, and so much
more

See case packaging for more
information about Preparation and
Cooking Suggestions
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